
The Roughneck Woes
“It’s at night
always at night

if you’re gonna
have

trouble

that’s when it’s
gonna happen

usually about three in the morning
you’re seldom disappointed

especially if
you’re

pullin
pipe.”



Runnin Pipe
“Now in runnin pipe
you got three
holes

you got the oil well itself

then you got your
rat hole

and your
mouse hole

the rat is
where you
keep your spare

pipe

the mouse is
where you
hook ‘em
up

and the well is where you put ‘em.”



Dry Hole Blues
it was a sure thing
he said

the land lay real good

gentle rolling
hills pricked
with oil
rigs

on every side

the geologist
predicted
production
in the Mississippi Lime
with an out
side
chance
in the Lower Carmichael

then they sank the six thousand foot Wilcox Test

today they drop
the cement
plug



Wisteria
lavender froth
foams from
the snaking vine

that has squeezed
into the pecan
tree trunk

in one strong constriction
that left only
dead wood

and crushing vine

corpulent
with the scent

of wisteria



Pelican
white wings
stretched

she floats
low

through the space between waves and clouds

black feathers
at her wing
tips

finger the air

hold momentarily
before she
drops

to the Gulf water below

where the fishing
looks

best



South Going Geese
The geese are flying over
this morning

snows and blues
down from
the North

pushed out
of the Dakotas
Nebraska
Kansas
and Oklahoma
by this frigid
blast of Artic air

they’ve been
coming through
all morning

flocks and flocks and flocks

held low
by thick
grey clouds

loose V’s
pointing

South



Real Talent
Dad had some
talent

he could stand on
his head

he would make
that perfect tripod
then slowly
precisely
raise
his legs

and there he was

all six foot two
of him
upside down

smiling



Texas Rangers Baseball
the screeching grey
haired lady

in white tennis shoes
tells them
how to
do it

a red-faced fat man
yells the strikes
before the
umpire

the tan beauty
in white shorts
can’t see the plate
but doesn’t complain

a pair of old men
behind home
make all
batters
swing

then chuckle to
each other



Winter Words
water splashes up

out of the crack
in the creek’s
icy crust

shatters
cold quiet

like crystal
teeth

chattering



Texas Blue Norther
the barometer drops
fast

chubby grey clouds
float down
across the sky

pushed by a stiff northwest wind

then the snow
starts

a few light flakes first

then more
and more

until the air
turns to

white grosgrain



West Texas Blizzard
chived potato soup
ladled into
a hand-thrown pottery bowl

hot rye bread
on a wooden
cutting board

the drifting
scent of fresh
banana cake

the spatter of sparks
shooting out
against

the fireplace screen

a tall stack
of library books

all tucked
in

by driven
white crystals



Texas Ice Storm
fresh ice
outlines the silver
chain-link
fence

like a transparent shadow

a northeast wind
wiggles through
the scrub oak grove

limbs rub and bump

sound gritches around
like a hundred
hands

squeezing cellophane



Remember Goliad
trapped in a waterless
depression on the Texas prairie

three hundred and forty-two men
surrendered and were marched
back to Presidio La Bahia
the old fort at Goliad

they spent part
of that March night
singing “Home Sweet Home”
believing after dawn’s
white flagged
surrender

in English
and in Spanish
they would live

only to be duped
on that Palm Sunday
by General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna
the Prince of Butchers

into moving out in three divisions
wounded and dying pulled from their beds
Colonel James W. Fannin, Jr. and fellow officers last

into the fiery flintlock finale
with any survivors sabered



then roasted in
bonfire

that only twenty-seven men escaped
by running to the river
before the Mexicans
were finished

with Fannin
and his heroic

volunteers



Texas Trawl
spiraling in a slow motion vortex

like dark
leaves trapped
in a dying
tornado

seven
buzzards weave
concentric
circles

over

the buffalo
bones

below
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